Mirror-image discrimination and reversal in the disconnected hemispheres.
Two callosotomized patients and 24 neurologically normal subjects performed simple binary discriminations between upright letters flashed in one or other visual field. Where discrimination of the letters F and R by name either showed a left-hemisphere advantage or no hemispheric effect, discrimination of whether the same letters were normal or backward showed a right-hemisphere advantage. These results suggest that discrimination of mirror-image letters depends on matching to an exemplar, for which the right-hemisphere is dominant, while letter naming depends on abstract category recognition. One commissurotomized patient, DDV, showed systematic left-right reversal of the letters in the left visual field, classifying the normal letters as reversed and reversed ones as normal, and persisted with this reversal when the letters were shown in free vision. This suggests that reversed exemplars of the letters may be laid down the right cerebral hemisphere. There was no such reversal in the other patient (DDC).